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www.greatneck.k12.ny.us/GNPS/NHS/clubs/PeerLeadership

Our web site is located in the “Clubs/Activities” section of the Great Neck North High School web
site. As you can see from the screenshot above, it is divided into four useful areas:

HOME

This page will load first when you visit our web site, and contains
important announcements and some background information about the
Peer Leadership program. Important announcements will also be placed
on our bulletin board at North High School.

PEER LEADERS

Here, you can find the current ninth and tenth grade advisory peer
leaders. To maintain internet privacy, only the last initial will be shown.

DOWNLOADS

Visit the downloads page to view or print important forms and
documents, discover information about interesting advisory trip ideas,
or to view an electronic copy of this manual. Check back often, as this
page is frequently updated.

PHOTOS

As advisory progresses, we will collect photos from the student activities
fair, advisory sessions, and your advisory trips and post them to this
page. Feel free to e-mail any advisory-related photos to Mrs. Carpenter
at kcarpenter@greatneck.k12.ny.us. To maintain internet privacy,
photos with students’ faces showing may be edited, or not included on
the site.
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THE FACULTY ADVISOR’S ROLE

The faculty advisor, along with the peer leaders and support personnel, will attain the
program’s goals by:
•

Providing students with a “home base” and a supportive small group atmosphere.

•

Helping students get to know and appreciate the other students in the group.

•

Providing students with pertinent information and encouragement to help them successfully acclimate
to high school.

•

Encouraging each student to fully participate in all advisory group meetings and following up with a
student when he or she misses a meeting.

•

Following up on a peerling’s unexcused absence, by speaking directly to the student, having a peer
leader speak with him/her, informing the peer leader’s classroom instructor, calling the peerling’s
parents, or consulting with the peerling’s counselor or administrator regarding disciplinary action.

•

Contacting the appropriate support service members (e.g. counselor, psychologist or social worker) on
behalf of a student.

•

Attending several workshops with fellow advisors, conducted by a peer leadership class
instructor/supervisor, to review their group’s progress and to plan future activities.

•

Being in touch with the classroom instructor to give feedback and suggestions on peer leader group
skill training and planned activities for advisory sessions.

•

Scheduling weekly meetings with peer leaders to plan for the advisory meetings.

•

Every faculty advisor must take attendance, (noting any lateness or absence) on Infinite
Campus for each advisory session (period 0).

THE FACULTY ADVISOR AS ADVOCATE
The role of the faculty advisor as advocate is a very important one. They may have to
communicate with a colleague regarding sensitive issues. Diplomacy is central to success as
an advocate. A faculty advisor may need to become an advocate as a result of:
•

A direct request from the peerling.

•

On going dialogue between advisor and peerling revealing a clear problem.

•

A request from a teacher, administrator, parent, or counselor.

Your goal should be to assist the peerling in resolving conflicts.
The following procedures will help you as an advocate:
•

Discuss the problem with the peerling or group, stressing the need for full disclosure and honesty.

•

Help the peerling to understand their role in the problem.

•

Encourage the peerling to use a positive approach to resolve the problem on their own. It may help to
have the peerling role play with you or the group.

If the peerling is unable to resolve the problem, you should consider intervening directly. In
some cases, it may be necessary to solicit the help of a third party in mediating the problem.
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THE PEER LEADER’S ROLE
The peer leader, along with their co-leaders, faculty advisor, and support personnel, will
attain the program’s goals by:
•

Being a positive role model for all the students in the advisory group.

•

Providing students with a “home base” and supportive small group atmosphere in the advisory.

•

Attending all scheduled peer leadership classes and advisory sessions (Wednesday mornings) on time,
fully prepared and willing to lead and participate in advisory.

•

Scheduling and attending mandatory weekly meetings with faculty advisors and co-leaders to plan
for future advisory sessions.

•

Encouraging each student to attend and fully participate in all advisory group meetings and following
up with a student when he or she misses a meeting.

•

Encouraging students to get to know and appreciate the other students in their group.

•

Acknowledging peerlings outside of advisory sessions.

•

In consultation with faculty advisors, contacting appropriate support service members (guidance
counselors, school psychologists, social worker, and/or administration) on behalf of students.

CONFIDENTIALITY
Confidentiality is a very important aspect of the advisory group and should be established as
the norm for the group. It will encourage and protect the members who may disclose personal
matters.
•

Group Consensus - Each advisor and peer leader will help his/her group develop a clear
understanding of and commitment to confidentiality within the group.

•

Group Limitations - The advisor and peer leader will help group members understand that while
they should feel free to discuss many aspects of their lives in this group, this is, however, not group
therapy and very intimate details of personal and/or family concerns are more appropriate to discuss
privately with their counselor, psychologist, or social worker.

Although confidentiality is one of the cornerstones of the group, the faculty advisor and peer
leaders must make it clear that they cannot be the guardian of all secrets. The peerling must
understand that there are exceptions to confidentiality that are mandated by law:
•

When the student is at risk of imminent danger or harm to themselves or others.

•

When abuse or neglect is suspected.

•

When the court subpoenas information.

•

When the student has knowledge of, or has participated in a criminal activity.

IF THERE IS EVER AN ISSUE OF LEGALITY, YOU MUST CONSULT THE PRINCIPAL.
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TIPS FOR RUNNING A SUCCESSFUL ADVISORY
•

Peer leaders and faculty advisors should get to their advisory rooms at least five minutes prior to the
advisory session to set up the classroom, prepare for planned activities, and await the peerlings.

•

Arrange all chairs in a circular formation, and students should place all schoolbooks and bags to the
side of the room.

•

Peer leaders should not sit next to each other; they must spread themselves out within the group.

•

Faculty advisor should also sit in the circle, and be integrated within the group.

•

Peer leaders and advisors should be actively involved in activities and remain in rooms for the duration
of advisory.

•

A list of e-mail addresses and phone numbers of all group members should be distributed to everyone.

•

Attend weekly scheduled planning meetings between faculty advisor and peer leaders to process and
plan for future advisory sessions.
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ADVISORY LOGS

Peer leaders are required to write weekly advisory logs. The focus of these logs is for proper planning and
reflection of weekly advisory sessions, which is an integral part of the peer leadership program. Peer
leaders are responsible for attending all of the scheduled weekly meetings with their faculty advisor and copeer leaders in order to plan and discuss activities and ideas for upcoming advisory sessions. In addition,
these weekly meetings will provide the opportunity for the faculty advisor and peer leaders to reflect on the
success of the previous advisory session. The weekly advisory logs must be signed by the faculty advisor
during the weekly planning meeting before they are handed to the classroom instructor.
A blank advisory log may be found on page 28, and copies are always available in the Health
office (room 130), Ms. Goldman’s office (in the Guidance Department), or they may be
downloaded, completed, and printed from the Peer Leadership web site. A sample is below.

DATE:
YOUR NAME:
FACULTY ADVISOR:

ADVISOR’S SIGNATURE:

CO-LEADERS:

WEEKLY “PLANNING” MEETING
DATE & TIME OF MEETING:
ABSENTEES:
(Co-leaders, faculty advisor)
SUMMARY OF MEETING:
(Include discussions and
activities planned for your
advisory session, and be as
detailed as possible.)

REFLECTION OF ADVISORY SESSION
DATE OF ADVISORY:
ABSENTEES:
(Peerlings, co-leaders, advisor)
HOW HANDLED:
(If applicable, how were the
absentees handled?)
SUMMARY OF ADVISORY:
(What happened? Did you do
the planned activities? Be as
detailed as possible.)
WHAT WORKED:
WHAT DIDN’T WORK:
ANY CHANGES:
(What would you have done
differently?)

9TH GRADE ADVISORY-2009/2010
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GROUP 1 –KRAUZ. DANIEL ( rm 111)
Motola, Gabriel
Ohebshalom, Stephanie
Panzer, Tamar

GROUP 11 –CARPENTER, KATIE(rm 130)
Bower, Sara
Carrillo Islas, Paloma
Kadden, Joshua

GROUP 2 –BERZINS ANTON (rm 220)
Aryeh, Chloe
Biton, Michael
Taboroki, Rebecca

GROUP 12 – PATRICE, LIBRA (rm 224)
Cohen, Gadi
Cooper, Julie
Hodes, Yarden

GROUP 3 –BOONE MICHELLE (rm 221)
Shor, Maya
Weisen, Daniel

GROUP 4 –GRIFFIN, KIERAN (rm 105)
Hodes, Caroline
Navi, Maxine
Roofeh, Bita

GROUP 13 – SCHAD, MICHAEL (rm 103)
Dedvukovic, Angelique
Ferreira, Lena
Nitzani, Jennifer
GROUP 14 – SCHUST, JESSICA (rm 112)
Glasner, Jacqueline
Kohanano, Rojeen
Kossin, Matthew

GROUP 5 – HONIG, SCOTT
(rm 107)
Levy, Renee
Rothkrug, Emily

GROUP 15 – SOLOW, JOAN (rm 17)
First, Hannah
Khalou, Deborah
Yousefzadeh, Justin

GROUP 6- KAHN, JODI (rm 222)
Howard, Morgan
Kashani, Daniel
Stern, Becky

GROUP 16- TURKOVICH, NICK (rm 123)
Levi, Melissa
Moshell, Amanda
Nassimian, Natasha

GROUP 7- KAPLAN, BERNARD (Office)
Frank, Rachel
Fromer, Madelaine
Press, Ryan
Rubio, Melissa

GROUP 17 – VARTHOLOMEOS, VICKY (rm 29)
Boltax, Amanda
Hackman, Michelle
Mardkhai, Ariel

GROUP 8 – M AHLER, MARISOL(rm 236)
Kirschner, Anne
Livne, Noga
Mueller, Matthew

GROUP 18-VERDEROSE, DANIELLE(rm 226)
Rahimi, Melody
ReisGerzog, Madeleine
Salm, Alexander

GROUP 9 - MAN, EMILY (rm 26)
Kashani. Leah
Levitin, Maxwell

GROUP 19-VEVEAKIS, JENNA (rm 113)
Ashkenazie, Alexandra
Ohebshalom Laila
Stark, Alanna

GROUP 10 – MELENDEZ, JAIME(rm 120)
Shapiro, Brandon
Spring, Nina
Urrutia, Vanessa

GROUP 20-POST, JENNY (rm 108)
Cummings, Alexandra
Shirian, Lea
Resnick, Tyler
(Adv9thOrgStructurebyGroup)
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ADVISORY AT A GLANCE
ADVISORY

DATE & TOPICS
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SESSION 1 - STRUCTURED

TUES. 9/8 - DAY BEFORE SCHOOL / ORIENTATION

8

SESSION 2 - STRUCTURED

WED. 9/9 - FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL / ICE-BREAKERS / GOALS

9

SESSION 3 - STRUCTURED

FRI. 9/11 - ALL ABOUT ME / CONTACT INFO. / ART OF INTERVIEW
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SESSION 4 - STRUCTURED

MON. 9/14 - FIRST WEEK / ACTIVITY FAIR / GROUP PHOTO
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12

SESSION 7 - STRUCTURED
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13

SESSION 8 - STRUCTURED
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13

SESSION 9 - STRUCTURED

WED. 10/14 - FRESHMEN ‘R’ US / SURVIVAL KITS

14

SESSION 10 - STRUCTURED
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14

SESSION 11 - STRUCTURED

WED. 10/28 - HALLOWEEN ACTIVITIES
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SESSION 12 - FLEXIBLE

WED. 11/4 - FLEXIBLE ACTIVITY
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SESSION 13 - STRUCTURED

WED. 11/18 – HOW TO RAISE BETTER PARENTS

16

SESSION 14 - FLEXIBLE

WED. 11/25 – THANKSGIVING ACTIVITY

16

SESSION 15 - STRUCTURED

WED. 12/2 – TEEN ISSUES / FACULTY ADVISORS MTG.

16

SESSION 16 - STRUCTURED

WED. 12/9 – ADVISORY COMPETITION

16

SESSION 17 - FLEXIBLE

WED. 12/16 - SECRET SANTA / PEER LEADER CHOICE

17

SESSION 18 - FLEXIBLE

WED. 12/23 - HOLIDAY ACTIVITY / GIVE OUT GIFTS

17

SESSION 19 - STRUCTURED

WED. 1/6 - BEGIN MAKING SURVIVAL KIT

17

SESSION 20 - STRUCTURED

WED. 1/13 - FINISH SURVIVAL KIT

17

SESSION 21 - FLEXIBLE

WED. 1/20 - QUESTIONNAIRE / PARTY

17

The complete Peer Leadership Manual is also available online:
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http://www.greatneck.k12.ny.us/GNPS/NHS/clubs/PeerLeadership/

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8th - ORIENTATION DAY
SESSION 1 – STRUCTURED
This session occurs before the school year begins, and during this session, the peer leaders will
be introduced to the faculty advisors and support personnel. After discussing the roles and
responsibilities of the peer leadership program, the peer leaders will meet their advisees for
the first time, conducting their first advisory session.
•

11:00am - 11:30am - Faculty advisors meet in room 130 for overview of the advisory program.

•

11:30am - 12:00pm - Advisors meet with peer leaders in the Library to prepare for the first two
advisory sessions and plan mandatory weekly scheduled “planning” meetings.

•

12:00pm - 1:00pm - Advisor’s luncheon meeting.

•

1:00pm - Peer leaders will conduct an orientation for ninth graders under the supervision of the
guidance department in the Student Commons.

•

1:45pm - All advisory groups meet in their scheduled rooms with advisors for their first meeting. Peer
leaders will bring their groups from their tour of the school to the advisory group meeting, and will
remain with their groups in advisory. After introducing yourselves, use one of the activities below to
“warm up” your group. You may use either of the following:
TOILET PAPER ACTIVITY
- Ask students to take off as many sheets of toilet paper as they think they need and then pass the
roll to the person next to them. Then have them tell one thing about themselves for each sheet
they took. Another variation of this icebreaker is to use Skittles instead of the toilet paper.
QUESTION IN A HAT ACTIVITY
- Each student will get an index card on they will write at least one question they have about
coming to high school (without putting their name on it). These questions will be then put in a
hat, which peer leaders will take out and answer.
After the icebreaker activity, ask students about their expectations for the first day of school, and
answer any questions they have. Let them know that you will be meeting with them tomorrow
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9th at 8:00 am, and that they are welcome to raise any additional
questions they may think of, between now and then, in the advisory period. Let them know that
upcoming sessions are also scheduled on FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH and MONDAY, SEPTEMBER
14TH. Also, remind the peer leaders that the Open House Activity Fair will be held on TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 15th at 7:00 pm.

•

2:15pm - 2:40pm - Advisors and peer leaders will escort their groups to the auditorium for an address
by Mr. Kaplan. (following Mr. Kaplan’s address, 9th graders will go to the Commons for ice cream)
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 9th
SESSION 2 – STRUCTURED

Ice-breakers are important in the beginning stage of group formation when members can get
to know each other by doing fun activities. Be sure to review “Tips for Running a Successful
Advisory,” (page 3) and “Ice-Breaker Activities” (page 18); both are available online.
•

10-15 minutes - After taking attendance, begin the advisory session with one of the ice-breaker
activities shown below:
GROUP JUGGLE
- This is a fun and challenging way to get the group to learn each other’s names by throwing and
catching soft objects in a circular formation. For directions, see page 18.
INTERVIEW AND INTRODUCE
- For this activity, participants pair up and interview each other, sharing their results with the rest
of the group. For directions, see page 18.
ALL MY NEIGHBORS
- Similar to musical chairs, this activity has the group moving from spot to spot, learning facts
about one-another in the process. For directions, see page 18.
M&M ACTIVITY
- This activity has students answering various questions, based on which color M&Ms they select
from a bag. For directions, see page 18.

•

10 minutes - Talk about the guidelines for advisory:
ACCEPT OTHERS
- Listen to each other; show respect for each other even if you don’t agree. Don’t interrupt.
NO PUT-DOWNS
- Verbal put downs hurt people, even when they appear not to be bothered.
- Non-verbal put-downs (facial expressions, gestures, side conversation) also hurt.
- If people think they might be put down, they hesitate to share feelings and ideas.
OPTION TO PASS
- Everyone should participate, but not everyone has to answer every question.
CONFIDENTIALITY
- Confidentiality is a very important aspect of the advisory group and should be
established as the norm for the group. Information that is shared in the group is not to
be repeated to anyone outside the group, except in situations mandated by law:
- When the student is at risk of imminent danger or harm to themselves or others.
- When abuse or neglect is suspected.
- When the court subpoenas information.
- When the student has knowledge of, or has participated in a criminal activity.

•

5 minutes - Talk about why 9th grade advisory is important and relate their personal experiences of 9th
grade, and emphasize the importance of attending all sessions and being on time. Review
students’ schedule to ensure a smooth start of the school year, and conclude by reminding them about
the next two advisory meetings. Tell students that you will be bringing in a digital camera and taking
a group photo during the next advisory session.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 11TH
SESSION 3 – STRUCTURED
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The “All About Me” questionnaire provides a “time capsule” for students to reflect on in four
years. Peerlings will participate in “The Art of Interview” activity and provide contact
information to be handed out during the next advisory.
•

5-10 minutes - After taking attendance, hand out copies of the “All About Me” questionnaire. Group
members will each complete the questionnaire and seal it in an individual, labeled envelope with their
name on it. Peer leaders will collect all of the envelopes and give it to their leadership class instructors
whio will give it to Ms. Goldman. The envelopes will be saved and returned to them during the senior
event. The questionnaire may be downloaded and printed from the Peer Leadership web
site.

•

5 minutes - Pass around a piece of loose-leaf paper and gather everyone’s contact information,
including their full name, contact e-mail address, and cell-phone (or home phone) number. Peer
leaders’ contact information should also be included, and one of the leaders should make enough
copies of the contact information to hand out during the next advisory.

•

10-15 minutes - Arrange the peerlings in pairs (preferably with someone they haven’t interacted with
yet), and have them complete “The Art of Interview” activity.
THE ART OF INTERVIEW
- For this activity, Assign peerlings in pairs randomly, putting people together who you think have
not gotten an adequate chance to get to know each other. Peer leaders are encouraged to
participate. Each person should have two markers and a piece of blank paper. Each person in the
pair will simultaneously interview the other in a casual conversational format. As they listen and
chat, students will draw a “caricature” of the other, based on their responses to questions. The
pictures don’t have to make any sense (for example, if someone is obsessed with skiing and pizza,
you could draw them on a lift with pizzas falling from the sky). The crazier the picture, the better!
You may want to write a few ideas on the board to help when questioning, such as fears,
favorite foods, most memorable moments, most treasured possession, dream for the future, or
where you’d go if you could ditch school right now. After 15 minutes of drawing and conversation,
have students go around one at a time, talking about the drawing they made and what they
learned about their partner.

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 14TH
SESSION 4 – STRUCTURED
•

5 minutes - After taking attendance, hand out copies of group members’ contact information.

•

5-10 minutes - Have peerlings go around the room discussing their first week of school. Peerlings
should compare it to their expectations and talk about how high school is different from middle school.

•

5-10 minutes – IMPORTANCE OF EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES – Hand out a list of
extracurricular activities that will be represented at the activity fair scheduled for WEDNESDAY,
SEPTEMBER 16TH. Ask students to review the list and begin to think about which activities they may
want to sign up for. Leaders will have a discussion about the importance of becoming involved with
extracurricular activities such as sports, clubs, and interest groups. The purpose of this discussion is to
encourage them to join activities that will benefit them personally and make North High a better place.

•

5 minutes - Arrange peerlings in the front of the room for a group photograph. E-mail the picture
to Mrs. Carpenter at KCARPENTER@greatneck.k12.ny.us.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 16TH - ACTIVITIES FAIR
SESSION 5 - STRUCTURED
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• 33 minutes - Bring your advisory group to the activities fair (located in the commons). Peer leaders
will tell them the importance of becoming involved in the extracurricular life of the school.
Emphasize the importance of only selecting clubs and activities they are genuinely
interested in, as they will have to balance these commitments with schoolwork and
other activities (like sports, or jobs). Club officers will be available at the fair to answer
questions students have about their particular club, publication or sport. There will be a sign-up
sheet at each table for ninth graders to indicate their interest. Urge students to find out the date
and time of the next club meeting so that they may attend. In addition, remind them to listen to the
announcements, before, and after school, for further information about upcoming events and
meetings. Bring your Advisory group to the Commons as soon as possible after your review these
details with them. Advisors will be available in the Commons to help ninth graders with club
selections. You may want to post a sign on the classroom door, so anyone who arrives
late knows where to go.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23RD – MOCK ELECTION ACTIVITY
SESSION 6 - STRUCTURED
•

3-5 minutes - Inform your peerlings about how students can run for freshman class office. Students
who are considering running for office should see Eileen Hirsh to get petitions for obtaining signatures
of classmates. Candidates will make their speeches in the auditorium on
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH.

•

20-25 minutes - For this role-playing activity, you will conduct a “mock-election.” You have two choices
to choose from:
Choice #1: Pass around the descriptions of the five candidates listed below. Ask the advisory for
volunteers to speak on behalf of each of these candidates. Then hold a mock election to
decide which one of the candidates should be elected as a freshmen officer.
KATHY KOLLAGE - Kathy has been a class office for three straight years. She does very well in school and is in straight
honors classes. She also plays lacrosse and is in the school chorus. Other kids find Kathy a little bit “self-righteous.”
She doesn’t drink or use drugs and gets a little frustrated when other kids complain about school events but don’t ever
do anything to contribute. Kathy is not really a part of the social scene and is a little shy with older and especially
“popular” kids. She is honest and trustworthy.
MARVELOUS MIKE - Mike is truly brilliant. He doesn’t always do his school work, but he still gets good grades. He is
outrageously funny and creative and gave, by far, the most entertaining campaign speech, full of ideas sprinkled with
humor, making fun of himself, teachers, the school, and Mr. Kaplan all in a relatively good-natured way. He has never
been in office before, but says that now is the time for new ideas. He certainly has them, including carnivals, fund
raisers, bringing back school day driving, new parking, and better food; as well as a new homework policy that would
limit homework to no more than an hour and a half a night in total. Some kids find him a little weird.
ALLISON GOLD - Allison is gorgeous. She is also an extremely friendly and caring person. All the upper class boys are
after her. She goes to the open house parties and is starting to get into the scene. She used to play lacrosse but didn’t
like it and quit despite being a talented player. However, she is a trained fencer and does devote a great deal of time to
competing. She is a star on the Varsity Fencing team. She does fine in school but doesn’t make the extra effort to do
really well. She is also a cheerleader and really likes it, except that she misses practices and sometimes even games for
a variety of very good excuses. Everyone knows her and likes her. She is lots of fun.
DAN THE MAN - Dan has been a perennial class leader. He earns nearly straight A’s in school and works hard at all the
many things that he does which include soccer, Model U.N., Guidepost, Shared Decision Making, Peer Leadership, and
Peer tutoring. He is a Model young man, sincere, respectful and good-natured. He is politically astute and has done
many good things for his class, but some students think he is out of touch with the “real” kids of the school. He is
applying early to Yale, and some kids say the only reason he runs for office is to get into college. He is generally well
liked but he is not really “cool.”
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SERIOUS SALLY - Sally is a true rebel. She is always debating with her teachers, and loves ideas. She is forceful and
aggressive, but she backs it all up with hard work and sincere effort. She is editor of the yearbook, President of S.A.V.E.
and also President of Model Congress. She doesn’t always listen well, especially if she is into one of her causes like
“Save the Earth,” Cancer Care, or starting a Gay/Straight Alliance at North, but she is absolutely sincere. She is neither
pretty nor athletic, and despite her leadership role, she is kind of seen as an outsider. However, because she is truly
caring, and because she wants so much to do the right things for people, she has become increasingly well known and
well liked. She has no experience in class and or school office but says that if she wins that she will completely devote
herself to the challenge. No one doubts that she would, but her aggressiveness turns off some kids.

Choice #2: Divide the advisory into four groups. Each group should create a candidate with the
following characteristics which they will present to the rest of the advisory and give an
election speech. The group will then vote on a candidate of their choice.
Group 1 – Person that everyone wants to vote for
Group 2 – Person that is very popular and outgoing
Group 3 – Person that no one would vote for
Group 4 – Person that has never been involved within the school, but now would like to be

After the role playing, the advisory will discuss how and why they chose to vote for that candidate.

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 30TH - ELECTIONS
SESSION 7 - STRUCTURED
•

33 minutes - All advisors and peer leaders will meet briefly with their advisory groups. After taking
attendance, bring your advisory group to the auditorium for freshman class elections. Peer leaders
should sit with their advisory groups during speeches. You may want to post a sign on the
classroom door, so anyone who arrives late knows where to go.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7TH
SESSION 8 - STRUCTURED
•

5-10 minutes - Review the activities fair, asking peerlings what clubs did the students joined and
why? Discuss the importance of joining clubs, other than “it looks good on the college application.”
Reinforce the importance of participating in school activities, and talk about the clubs and after school
activities you are involved with. Then, review the freshman class elections.

•

10 minutes - The goal of the “Interim Report” activity is for the 9th graders to assess their academics,
efforts, participation, and performance as they see it. Each peerling will need paper and a pen.
INTERIM REPORT - Take a piece of paper and fold in half, then unfold. On the left side margin
of the paper, on separate lines, list all of your classes. Next to each class, choose from the
comments below, the report that you would like the teacher put down for that subject. On the
right side, again choosing from the list, write down what you really think the teacher will put down.
If the two sides are the same and it is a positive report, great. Keep up the good work. If the two
sides are not same. Why do you think that is so? What do you need to do differently to match the
sides?
COMMENTS
1. In danger of failing quarter.

14. Should come for extra help.
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2. In danger of failing course.
3. Not working up to expectations.
4. Please contact teacher.
5. Major concerns is assignments.
6. Major concern is grades.
7. Major concern is attendance.
8. Major concern is attitude.
9. Absent when test(s) given.
10. Disruptive class behavior.
11. Frequently late to class.
12. Does not pay attention in class.
13. Comes to class unprepared.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Excellent performance.
Good class participation.
Consistently prepared.
Showing improvement.
Cooperative.
Self-motivated.
Interacts well with peers.
Satisfactory work.
Good adjustment to class.
Making an effort.
Above average work.
Uses cell phone during class.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14TH
SESSION 9 - STRUCTURED
•

10-15 minutes - Lay a large sheet of paper in the center of the room for the “Freshmen ‘R’ Us” activity.
Paper for this activity is available in the Health office (room 130).
FRESHMEN ‘R’ US - A large piece of paper and markers are necessary for the project. After the
paper is laid flat on the floor, someone should be asked to volunteer to be traced on the paper and
someone else should volunteer to trace. Using the body outline, the group will fill in thoughts and
concerns about being a ninth grader.

•

10-15 minutes - Advisors will give out the Survival Kits made by last year’s advisory groups.
The group members will have a discussion about the kit and why they think each items were chosen.
This will be an activity that they’ll do later on for next year’s advisory groups.

•

5 minutes – Homecoming dance will be on FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16TH at 8:00 pm when the king and
queen are crowned. The Homecoming Parade will be at 1:00 pm and the football game will be
Saturday afternoon at 2:00 pm. Encourage the peerlings to attend!

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21ST
SESSION 10 - STRUCTURED
•

33 minutes - Peer leaders will be responsible for running the advisory group. They will be
prepared in their peer leadership classes. The focus will be on “Teen Drug Use.” Awareness about Red
Ribbon Week and it’s message will also be discussed.
ADVISOR’S WORKSHOP - All 9th grade faculty advisors will meet in the Little Theatre at
7:45, and should make sure their room is unlocked prior to the advisory session.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28TH
SESSION 11 - STRUCTURED
•

33 minutes - Begin the “Halloween” activity.
HALLOWEEN - Halloween is an unusual holiday that can either be a lot of fun or be very
damaging and dangerous. Lead a discussion with your advisory group that addresses this issue
from both sides. What are the dangers of Halloween for high school students? What are safe and
fun ways to celebrate Halloween?
Discussion topics:
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1 - What are your plans for Halloween? Do you have any costume ideas? Have you heard how
North High celebrates Halloween (Parade with awards given out to best costume, pie-eating
contest, double 8th period, no open campus for the day)
2 - How do you celebrate Halloween outside of school?
Important things to review with the 9th graders:
1 - Being out on Halloween night has caused major problems in the past. Many kids feel that it is
an opportunity to go crazy and get away with it. Because they are in costume, no one can identify
them or get them in trouble, which is not true.
2 - Shaving cream and eggs escalate into fights and cause property damage. Fights have resulted
in stitches, concussions, hospitalizations and assault charges.
3 - Some of the kids roaming around are often drunk or stoned. You cannot reason with them or
expect them to act in a reasonable way.
4 - Police are out in greater numbers are more active, and stricter than usual.
5 - Kids from nearby schools often ride by looking for trouble.
6 - Parties often get out of control with uninvited kids crashing or hanging around outside causing
trouble.
7 - It may seem fun for the moment, but in the long run, taking these risks only leads to more
problems and unwanted consequences.
8 - Even if you are not doing anything wrong, you could be held responsible if you are
with others who get carried away or are not thinking clearly.
9 - Individuals will often do things in a group that they would never consider doing on their own,
which can spiral out of control quickly.
Safe suggestions for Halloween:
1 - Get together with one or two friends and rent a scary video.
2 - Stay and home and hand out candy to trick or treaters.
3 - Brainstorm other suggestions with the advisory group.
Halloween Scattegories:
1 - Costume worn at Halloween
2 - Treat given out on Halloween
3 - Scary movie
4 - Scary book
5 - Scary character
6 - Scary place
7 - Halloween decorations
8 - Song with scary lyrics

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4TH
SESSION 12 - FLEXIBLE
•

33 minutes - Peer leaders will plan for this session in their peer leadership classes (in conjunction with
their faculty advisor).

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18TH
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SESSION 13 - STRUCTURED
•

33 minutes - Begin one of the “How to Raise Better Parents” activities.
HOW TO RAISE BETTER PARENTS - You may choose either a role-playing activity or a Family
Feud-style game for this topic. For directions, see pages 26-27.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 25TH
SESSION 14 - FLEXIBLE
•

33 minutes - Peer leaders will lead this flexible advisory session. Since thanksgiving is tomorrow, you
may want to organize a thanksgiving breakfast, play a game (like Scattegories, Pictionary,
Twister, or Charades), or discuss how you celebrate thanksgiving (do you go away or have a
special ritual?)

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2ND
SESSION 15 - FLEXIBLE
•

33 minutes - Peer leaders will be responsible for running the advisory group. They will be
prepared in their peer leadership classes. The goal of this advisory is to discuss any of the following:
friendship, peer pressure, making good decisions, and how they change through the high school years.
ADVISOR’S WORKSHOP - All 9th grade faculty advisors will meet in the Little Theatre at
7:45, and should make sure their room is unlocked prior to the advisory session.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9TH
SESSION 16 - STRUCTURED
•

33 minutes - Advisory Competition - Peer leaders will make arrangements with another advisory to
compete on an agreed upon activity from the list provided in their peer leadership classes.
This session needs to be prepared in advance. Make arrangements to compete with one specific
advisory. Determine the activity and where it will take place.
All arrangements must by approved by both advisors.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16TH
SESSION 17 - FLEXIBLE
•

5-10 minutes - Peer leaders will remind students that next week will be a holiday party, and that each
person needs to bring a grab bag or “Secret Santa” (costing under $10.00). They will be given out
next week. Plan for refreshments.
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•

20-25 minutes – Advisory Choice! Each advisory may choose an activity that they would like to
participate in.
Must be approved in the Peer Leadership class and by the Advisor.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 23RD
SESSION 18 - FLEXIBLE
•

33 minutes - Peer leaders will lead this flexible advisory session. Since the holiday vacation is coming
soon, you may want to give out the Secret Santa gifts, organize a breakfast, and make New
Year’s Resolutions.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 6TH
SESSION 19 - STRUCTURED
•

5-10 minutes - After welcoming the peerlings back, discuss the vacation.

•

20-25 minutes - Survival Kit for Next Year’s Ninth Graders - Based on their personal experiences,
each advisory will collectively determine the necessary skills or items that will help incoming ninth
graders make an easy and successful transition to high school. Be creative. The group will finish the
survival kits in the next advisory session.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 13TH
SESSION 20 - STRUCTURED
•

33 minutes - After taking attendance, complete the survival kit to be collected by the faculty advisor
and given to Ms. Goldman. The completed kit should have the name of the faculty advisor and peer
leaders on it.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20TH
SESSION 21 - FLEXIBLE
This session should seek to wrap up the advisory experiences and provide some sense of
closure for peer leaders and peerlings.
•

5-10 minutes - After taking attendance, have the students complete the advisory questionnaire.
Encourage students to provide thoughtful and helpful answers to all of the questions.

•

15-20 minutes - Have a party and reminisce about the past few months. Each member of the group
should share something they have learned from the advisory experience. Peerlings should be
reminded that although the advisory will no longer be meeting, peer leaders will be checking up on
their peerlings, and that the peerlings should seek them out of they have any questions or problems.
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ICE-BREAKER ACTIVITIES
GROUP JUGGLE

ALL MY NEIGHBORS

Time - 10-15 minutes

Time - 10-15 minutes

Materials - 5 or 6 soft objects for throwing

Materials - Scotch tape and 15 index cards

Directions -

Directions -

• Arrange desks to the perimeter of the room,
and arrange the group in a circle.

• Arrange desks to the perimeter of the room,
and arrange the group in a circle.

• Explain that you are going to throw a ball to
someone - pick someone out & ask their name,
then say, "Hi Freddy, my name is
James...here you go!" and underarm throw the
ball to Freddy.

• Give everyone a place marker, which they will
tape to the ground at their feet.

• The challenge from here is simply to get the
ball thrown around to everyone in the circle, and
finally back to the peer leader who began the
activity.
• Repeat the activity, this time having each
member greet the person who they are throwing
the ball to, and thank the person who they
received the ball from (so each person must
remember two names).
• Add additional soft objects (up to 6) to make
the task more challenging (wait for the first object
to travel to 3-4 people, and then start the next
one).

INTERVIEW AND INTRODUCE
Time - 10-15 minutes
Materials - Pens and paper for everyone
Directions • Split the group up into random pairs having
each partner interview the other. They may
choose to ask some of these questions:

- Where were you born?
- How long you have been living in Great Neck?
- How many people are in your family, your birth order in the
family?
- What is your favorite thing to do outside of the school
(book, movie, sport….)?
- What is your favorite food, beverage, snack?
- What was the best and the worst part of your summer?

• Have each person then introduce their partner
to the group, and share the interview results.

• One of the peer leaders will begin in the center
of the circle, and their task is to try to find a
place on the outside of the circle and have
someone else end up without a place. They will
do this by making a statement that is TRUE for
them. For example, if the peer leader in the
center is wearing Converse sneakers, they would
say “All my neighbors who are wearing Converse
sneakers,” and anyone in the circle wearing
Converse sneakers would have to leave their
spot and safely move to another spot.
• If there are no available spots, the person left
over moves to the center, and the activity
repeats.
• The participants may not run during this
activity, and may not move to an adjacent spot,
or back to their own spot in the same round.

M&M ACTIVITY
Time - 10-15 minutes
Materials - Large bag of M&Ms candy
Directions • Arrange desks in a circle and give each
student a small bag of M&Ms (or have them take
from a larger bag). Depending on the color, they
will answer the following questions:
Red: What is something that you find annoying?
Yellow: What frightens you?
Green: What is something that has made you proud?
Brown: What is something that makes you laugh?
Blue: What is something that makes you happy?

• The activity is completed when each student
has answered all questions.
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
CELEBRITY ID GAME

NEVER HAVE I EVER

Time - 10-15 minutes

Time - 10-15 minutes

Materials - Several cards with celebrities’ names

Materials - None

Directions -

Directions -

• One leader will prepare index cards by writing a
celebrity’s name on each one. (There should be
enough cards for everyone in the group). The
leader will then tape one index card to each
person’s back.

• Arrange desks to the perimeter of the room,
and arrange the group in a circle. Everyone
sitting in the circle holds out all ten fingers.

• Everybody mingles and introduces themselves
to each other, and then each person asks yes or
no questions to gain clues about the name. When
a person correctly identifies the name, he or she
removes the label and continues to mingle until a
preset amount of time.

WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH THIS?
Time - 10-15 minutes
Materials - One odd object, paper, and pencils
Directions • Select an odd object prior to the activity that
can be used to do many different things (a staple
remover, wire whisk, kitchen tongs, strainer, or
anything else). Place the object into a bag.
• Divide the advisory into groups (each
containing 3-4 members), giving each group a
piece of paper and a pen or pencil.
• Pull the object out of the bag and say, “Each
group needs to make a list of all of the
things that this object can be used for…and
be creative!”
• After a few minutes, ask the groups to come
back together and have one representative from
each group share their team’s list with the larger
group. You may give points for each original item
found on each list, for each item on a lost, or no
points at all and simply laugh at all the crazy
ideas.

• One by one, each person announces
something that they have never done; for
example, they say, “Never have I ever been
to Canada.”
• For each statement, all the other players
remove a finger if they have done that
statement. For example, if three other people
have been to Canada before, those three people
must put down a finger, leaving them with nine
fingers. The goal is to stay in the game the
longest (to have fingers remaining). Thus, it is a
good strategy to say statements that most
people have done, but you haven’t. This can be
humorous (“Never have I ever skipped a class in
school” or “Never have I ever soiled my pants.”)
The game provides a good way to find out
unique experiences and facts about people.

ID GUESSING GAME
Time - 10-15 minutes
Materials - Several pens and index cards
Directions • Pass out an index card and a pen to each
person who is playing.
• Each person has to write two things they have
done and one they haven’t. The more unique
and interesting the better, but the object it to
make it hard for the others to guess that it is
your card.
• The cards are then collected and the group
votes on who they think the card represents and
which item they haven’t done.
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
COMIC STRIP CHAOS

ZIP ZAP ZOP

Time - 10-15 minutes

Time - 5-10 minutes

Materials - Comics cut into segments & container

Materials - None

Directions -

Directions -

• Each participant takes a turn at picking a comic
frame out of the large container. After the entire
group has each chosen one, the participants begin
to search for others with the same comic strip
sequence.

• Arrange desks to the perimeter of the room,
and arrange the group in a circle.

• After the participants have found everyone in
their group, they must arrange themselves so that
the sequence of frames are in chronological order
to form the comic strip correctly. Upon
completion of sequence, the newly formed group
sits down together.

GET THE POINT

• Someone begins by pointing to another person
in the circle and saying "ZIP!" That person then
points to yet another person and says "ZAP!"
That person points to another person and says
"ZOP!". This continues, but the words must be
said in order: ZIP, ZAP, ZOP. If someone makes
a mistake and says a word out of order, that
person is out of the game.
• Eventually, the circle dwindles to just a few
people, then to only 2 people, who are staring at
each other, yelling ZIP!, ZAP!, ZOP!, until one of
them makes a mistake.

Time - 5-10 minutes
Materials - None
Directions • Ask the class to stand in a circle and put their
left hands out, palms facing up to the ceiling.
Then ask them to put the pointer finger of their
right hand in the upturned palm of the person on
their right. The students should now be standing
with their right index finger in the palm of their
neighbor’s left hand.
• Tell the students that the object of the activity
is to catch the fingers of their neighbor without
allowing their own finger to get caught. Have
them begin on your signal “1-2-3 GO!”. After the
laughing and chatter dies down, have them reset
the game and try again. After a few attempts,
switch hands.

PICTURE GUESSING GAME
Time - 10-15 minutes
Materials - Paper and pen for everyone
Directions • Everybody draws a picture that expresses
something about themselves. The drawings are
collected.
• One by one, the drawings are held up, and the
group tries to guess who drew it. Whoever
guesses correctly is the next one to choose a
drawing to hold up for the group to guess. When
someone guesses correctly, the person who drew
the picture must explain it’s meaning to the
group.
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ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES
SENTENCE FROM A NAME

HUMAN KNOT

Time - 10-15 minutes

Time - 10-15 minutes

Materials - Paper and pen for everyone

Materials - None

Directions -

Directions -

• Have everyone pair up with someone they don't
know. Each person writes their first name on a
piece of paper and exchanges it with their
partner.

• Arrange desks to the perimeter of the room,
and arrange the group in a circle.

• After a minute or two getting to know each
other, each person makes up a sentence with
words starting with the letter of the other person's
name. (For example: KEVIN: Koalas Enjoy
Vegetables In November.)

• Have the advisory group stand in a tight circle,
shoulder-to-shoulder, placing their hands in the
center. Now, have them grab a couple of hands,
but make sure no one grabs a pair of hands
belonging to the same person, or grabs either of
the hands of the person standing directly next to
them.

STRINGING CONVERSATION

• The group will have to unravel the knot
they’ve created without having anyone break
their grip.

Time - 5-10 minutes
Materials - Ball of yarn and scissors
Directions • Cut string or yarn into pieces of different
lengths. Each piece should have a matching piece
of the same length. There should be enough
pieces so that each peerling will have one.
• Give each peerling one piece of string, and
challenge each student to find the other student
who has a string of the same length. After they
find their matches, they can take turns
introducing themselves to one another.
• You can provide a list of questions to help
peerlings "break the ice," or they can come up
with their own. You might extend the activity by
having each peerling introduce his or her partner
to the class.

WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
Time - 10-15 minutes
Materials - Paper and pen for everyone
Directions • Hand out slips of scrap paper and ask
peerlings to write down something about
themselves that they think nobody else in the
room knows.
• Collect the sheets, shuffle them, hand them
out again (making sure nobody gets their own).
• Each person reads out what is on their slip,
one by one, and the group tries to guess who
wrote it. This really gets people laughing!
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NAME:
E-MAIL ADDRESS:

MY FAVORITE…
TV show (the one I can’t miss):
Musician:
Type of music:
Song:
Movie:
Actor:
Book:
Subject in school:
Sport and sport team:
Meal and food:
Clothing item in my closet:
Color:
Store:
- OVER -
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Day of the week and time of day:
My best friends are:

The person what I admire most is:
The one “famous” person (alive or dead) that I’d like to have
dinner with is:
If I could give a speech to all Americans, I would like it to be
about:
This is what annoys me:
This is what I hate to do:
What I like most about myself is:
What I dislike most about myself is:
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The five things that I would like to do by the time I graduate
high school are:
12345This is where I will be ten years from now:
This is All About Me on:
Month: ________ Date: ________ Year: ________
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Clubs and Activities 2008-09
www.greatneck.k12.ny.us/GNPS/NHS/NewSite/ClubsActivities.html

Club/Activity Name

Meeting Date and Time

Purpose

Advisor

Returning for 08-09

Academic Quiz Bowl
Action for Women
Aids Awareness
Animal Rights
Anime and Manga Club
Arista Yearbook
Art Club
Asian American Club
Stage Design
Athletic Leadership
Book Club
Chamber Music Society
Cheerleaders
Chefs Club
Chess
Class of 2008
Class of 2009
Class of 2010
Class of 2011
Computer Club
Creations for Donations
Creative Writing Club
Dance Club
Debate Team
DECA
Drug Awareness
Epiphany Magazine
Everyone United For Africa
FED Challenge
Find the Cure
Free the Children/ONE
French Club
Gaming/Ping Pong Club
Guide Post
Habitat for Humanity
Hebrew Culture Club
Homelessness Organization
Interact
International Tongues
Jazz Ensemble
Junior Players Business
Junior Players

Wednesdays 2:45pm
Thursdays 2:45pm
Alternate Mondays PM
Mondays 2:45pm
TBD
Various afternoons
Thursdays 2:45pm
Wednesdays 2:45pm
Various afternoons
Various afternoons
Various
Tuesdays & Fridays 2:45pm
Various
Various afternoons
Wed and Thurs 2:45pm
Various
Various
Various
Various
Wednesdays 2:45pm or 7am
Tuesdays 2:45pm
Various
Various
Wednesdays 2:45pm
Various
Alternate Mondays PM
Various
Mondays 2:45pm
Various
Alternate Wednesdays PM
Mondays or Wednesdays PM
Mondays 2:45pm in rm 221
Wednesdays SATIS Room
Wednesdays & Thursdays PM
Mondays 2:45pm
Various
Various
Various
Various
Mondays & Thursdays 2:45pm
Various
Various

Academic Competitions
Public Service
Educational
Public Service
Artistic Endeavors
Yearbook
School Environment
Raise Cultural Awareness
Support School Productions
Leadership/Athletics
Reading/Literature
Artistic Endeavors
School Spirit
Culinary Arts
Academic Competitions
School Spirit/Events
School Spirit/Events
School Spirit/Events
School Spirit/Events
Educational
Public Service
Educational
Performance Arts
Educational
Business Plan Competitions
Educational
Literary
Public Service
Economics Competition
Cancer Cure
Public Service
French Cultural Awareness

Mr. Gilden
Ms. Boone/Ms. Cromwell
Mr. Berzins
Ms. Cohen
Mr. Turkovich
Ms. DeLuccia/Mr. Resnick
Ms. Zaben
Ms. Tseng
Mr. Saggerson
Dr. Krauz/Ms. Sevilla
Ms. Cooper
Mr. Rutkowski
Ms. Sicurella
Ms. Solow
Mr. Honig
Mr. Bonvicino
Ms. Patrice
Ms. Zaben
Ms. Veveakis
Mr. Vigliotti
Ms. Rosenberg
Ms. Lipton
Ms. Veveakis
TBD/Ms. Babkes
Mr. Marchese
Mr. Fisk
Ms. Epstein
Ms. Nuzzolese
Mr. Maguire
Ms. Santo
Ms. Talamo/Ms. Babkes
Ms. Hollander
Ms. Varghese
Ms. Kahn
Mr. Appell
Ms. Alexander
Mr. Bonvicino
Ms. Talamo
Ms. DeLuccia
Mr. Rutkowski
Mr. Gellert/Mr. Saggerson
Mr. Gellert/Mr. Saggerson

Yes

School Newspaper
Public Service
Raise Cultural Awareness
Public Service
Public Service
Raise Cultural Awareness
Artistic Endeavors
Support School Productions
Productions/Performances

Yes
Yes
Yes
No (Maternity)
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No(Lipton)
No

Yes
Yes
No (Tunick)
Yes
No
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Club/Activity Name

Meeting Date and Time

Purpose

Advisor

Returning for 08-09

Key Club
Kilties
Latin American Culture
Library Advisory Council
Magic Club
Make-Up Drama
Marching Band
Math Team
Microfinance Club
Mock Trial Team
Model Congress
Model UN
Multi-Cultural
Mus. Set Construction/Crew
North Star
Peer Aids Educators
Peer Drug Educators
Peer Mentoring
Persian Club
Photography Club
Real Estate/Investment Club
Robotics Club
SADD
SAVE
Science Explorers
Stage Design
Student Organization
Thespians
Tolerance(GLBTQS) Alliance
Tri-M Music Honor Society
TV Studio
Ultimate Frisbee
The Underground

Thursdays 2:45pm
Tuesday Evenings
Various
Various
Monday 245pm
Various
Various
Tuesdays 2:45pm
Various
Various
Tuesdays 2:45pm
Tuesdays 2:45pm
Various
Various
Thursdays 2:45pm
Alternate Wednesdays PM
Alternate Wednesdays PM
Mondays 7:30pm
Alternate Thursdays PM
Various
Wednesdays PM
Wednesdays AM or PM
Alternate Thursdays PM
Alternate Thursdays PM
Various
Various
Mondays and 3rd Tuesdays PM
Various
Various
Various afternoons
Various
Wednesdays 2:45pm
Various

Public Service
School Spirit
Raise Cultural Awareness
Library/Media Improvement
Performance/entertainment
Support School Productions
Artistic/School Spirit
Academic Competitions
Educational
Academic Competitions
Educational
Educational
Raise Cultural Awareness
Support School Productions
Literary
Educational
Educational
Public Service
Raise Cultural Awareness
Artistic Endeavors
Educational
Educational
Public Service
Public Service
Educational
Support School Productions
Student Government
Productions/Performances
Community Awareness
Artistic Endeavors
Support School Productions
Athletics
Student Magazine

Ms. Cohen/Ms. Lipton
Ms. Veveakis
Ms. Akerman
Ms. Cooper
Mr. Giacalone
Mr. Gellert/Mr. Saggerson
Mr. Rutkowski
Ms. Litvack
Ms. Kaufman
Mr. Maguire
Ms. Tyree
Mr. Ragot
Ms. Marcus
Mr. Saggerson
Ms. Talamo
Ms. O'Connell
Ms. Mueller
Ms. Hirsh/Ms. Goldman
Ms. Goldman
Ms. Man
Ms. Kaufman
Mr. Vigliotti
Ms. Goldman
Ms. Schust
Mr. Lawson
Mr. Saggerson
Ms. Hirsh
Mr. Gellert/Mr. Saggerson
Mr. Hidasi
Mr. Rutkowski
TBD
TBD
Ms. Solomon

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Zaben
McNamara
Fisk/Schad
Vigliotti
Veveakis
O'Connell

No (Maternity)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
Yes
Yes
No (Tunick)

NEW CLUBS
Soph Class
School Auditor
Mountain Sports
Rock Band
Fresh Class
Reaching Out
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HOW TO RAISE BETTER PARENTS
ROLE-PLAYING SCENARIOS
•

Problems Facing Parents:
- Keeping kids out of trouble
- Letting kids be more independent
- Knowing where their kids are at all times
- Drug and alcohol abuse

•

Problems Facing Teens:
- Good grades
- Changing friendships
- Relationships
- Money
- Self-esteem
- Drugs & alcohol

•

Situations:
1 - You come home an hour after curfew. Your parents ask you where you were and you refuse to
answer. Your mother feels that you should be punished severely because you refused to tell them
where you had been. Your father thinks you should not be punished at all because "all teenagers
do that". Who is right? What would you do if you were the mother? The father? The kid?
2 - You want to go to an open house party where all of your friends will be. What could you ask
your parents in order for them to to be more likely to allow you to go to the party?
3 - You failed a test. Your parents asked what you got and you lied to them, and said you got a
B+. A few weeks later they get your report card and see a "D" for the quarter. What could you
possibly say?
4 - Your parents don't like the people you hang out with. They ask you to start socializing with the
"good kids", but you really don't related to them as well as your present friends. What should you
do?
5 - Your parents keep comparing you to other kids they know, regarding academics, extracurricular
activities,and social issues. You really can't stand it when they do this because the other kids are
nothing like you. What can you say to your parents in order for them to accept you for who you
are, and to prevent them from comparing you to anyone else in the future?

- 26 -
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HOW TO RAISE BETTER PARENTS
FAMILY FEUD
•

On a sheet of clear transparency paper, write the topic, and underneath it, list the answers (which will
be covered by post-it notes). Break the advisory into two groups. Group one will go first and guess
an answer. Then group two will go, until all of the topics have been answered. The point system will
depend on how many questions are under each topic. If there are three questions, the first question
will be worth 300 points, the second 200 points, and so on. An interactive PowerPoint version of
this activity is available online on the Peer Leadership web site.

•

Topics:
Top 3 excuses you give your parents for being late:
1 - Lost track of the time
2 - My ride was late
3 - The phone died
Top 4 places your parents will not let you go by yourself:
1 - Concert
2 - City
3 - Overnight vacation
4 - Open house
Top 4 things that you have in your possession that you wouldn't want your parents to
know about:
1 - X-rated movie
2 - Condoms
3 - Pot/alcohol
4 - Fake ID
Top 5 punishments your parents give you:
1 - No computer/online
2 - No television
3 - Grounded/no going out
4 - No cell phone
5 - No money

•

Come up with answers for the following from your group:
1 - Top 5 excuses kids use when they come home late
2 - Top 5 reasons kids lie to their parents
3 - 5 Worst punishments that parents give to their kids
4 - 5 things that kids would never want their parents to find out about them
5 - 5 things that kids rely on their parents for, before relying on anyone else
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ADVISORY DINNER IDEAS
Some of the best bonding moments occur outside the classroom, or even outside of the building. A well-planned
advisory dinner will help peerlings, peer leaders and the faculty advisor get to know one-another on a more personal
basis. The experience will bring the group members closer and strengthen their interactions in the advisory sessions.
TO ARRANGE AN ADVISORY DINNER
With the help of your faculty advisor, select from one or two of the locations or activities below, or create a dinner idea of your own
Utilize the contact information to find out more information, menu and prices.
Present your ideas to the peerlings during advisory, and select a place.
Once a mutually agreed upon date has been arranged, make the proper arrangements for the selected location.

There are many activities you may participate in with your advisory group outside of school.
DINNER AND A MOVIE
If you do not feel like going to a restaurant, you may use one of the classrooms to watch an appropriate movie.
Ordering a pizza and watching a funny movie is a great way for the advisory to bond!

POTLUCK DINNER AT A STUDENT’S HOUSE
Another option is having a dinner at a peer leader’s house, or even a peerling’s house. Bring various dishes to one
individual’s house and have a fun supper! Be sure to check with the parents before making plans.

ADVISORY DINNER OPTIONS
Café Rustica
(Italian)
829-6464

ChoSen Village
(Chinese)
504-1199

Colbeh Restaurant
(Mediterranean)
466-8181

Daruma of Tokyo
(Japanese)
466-4180

Deli on the Green
(Delicatessen)
487-7440

Gino’s Pizza
(Italian/Pizzeria)
487-1122

King Kosher
(Pizza)
482-0400

La Rotunda
(Italian)
466-9596

Mangia Bene
(Italian/Pizzeria)
482-3335

Pancho’s Border Grill
(Mexican)
829-5305

Seven Seas Diner
(American)
482-0980

Subway
(Delicatessen)
773-7374
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